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EXECERCISE: FROM CATERPILLAR TO BUTTERFLY 
In The Very Hungry Caterpillar, the hungry caterpillar eats its way through many foods to transform into a 
butterfly. In this exercise, everyone will build their imaginations by engaging in creative movement and play 
to learn the life cycle of a caterpillar.

GRADES: K and up

TIME: 15 Mintues

SET UP: This excercise works best in an open space with room to move about. 

SUPPLIES: None

Instructions: Have everyone find a space in the room where they can move without bumping into one 
another. Ask your young people to act out what you describe from sections of the following guided imagina-
tive play. If you like, you can use the entire suggested script for the activity. Pause to ask questions or to let 
them spend more time with exploration based on how you see them  responding. 

Hatching: Make a small shape with your body. Become as small as you can. Look! There are so many eggs. 
Take a moment to think about what it might feel like to be in a small egg. Is it warm or cold? Can you hear 
things outside your egg shell? Suddenly, the eggs began to wiggle, slowly at first and then they became really, 
really wiggly. POP! The eggs popped open and out crawled tiny caterpillars. 

Time to Grow: The caterpillars started to move. Think about how they move. How slow can you move as a 
caterpillar? Making safe choices, how quickly can you move as a caterpillar? The caterpillars moved around 
the space, exploring their world. After all that moving, the caterpillars became hungry! They were so hungry 
they went looking for food. The caterpillars came upon a bush filled with leaves and berries. They began to 
eat their way through the whole bush! They munched, and they crunched. What would leaves taste like? What 
berry bush is your caterpillar on? Would caterpillars want to eat the berries?

Cocoon: (Note: Caterpillars actually do not spin cocoons to start their metamorphosis. They shed their skins 
exposing the chrysalis underneath which hardens into a protective shell. However, for this activity we will 
stay with cocoons because that’s the action in the show.) When the caterpillars were done eating, they moved 
around slowly because their stomachs were so full. The caterpillars moved slower and slower until they came 
to a stop on the last leaves left on the bush. The caterpillars fell asleep. They slept and dreamed big caterpillar 
dreams of eating more leaves, meeting other caterpillars, and becoming butterflies. (Note: You may need to 
modify the directions for this next part, so your young people can make safe choices.) When the caterpillars 
woke up, they decided it was time to make cocoons. They wiggled on the leaves until they were hanging upside 
down. The caterpillars spun silky sacks around themselves to sleep in. They worked all day on making their 
cocoons. When they were done they wiggled inside their cocoons. What were those caterpillars doing?

Instuctions continued on next page

This content was customized from The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Active Audience Guide.
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EXECERCISE: FROM CATERPILLAR TO BUTTERFLY cont.

Butterfly: All night the caterpillars wiggled inside their cocoons. They wiggled fast and slow. They wiggled 
up and down. They wiggled side to side. Their caterpillar bodies started to change. The next morning, they 
pushed out of their cocoons very slowly. When they emerged, they had wings with beautiful patterns on them. 
They became butterflies! What colors are on your wings? The butterflies flapped their wings slowly and began 
to lift off their leaves. They could fly! The butterflies tried their wings and flew throughout the space, landing 
on flowers, trees, and on humans. How high can your butterfly fly? How low can it fly? The butterflies flew 
around all day. As the sun set, they landed on leaves, closed their eyes and took a butterfly nap.

This content was customized from The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Active Audience Guide.


